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Abstract
Recently, the influence of genetics on sports performance has received increased attention from many researchers. In combat sports, some investigations have also been conducted. This article’s main objective was to review the representation of specific gene polymorphisms in combat sports athletes compared to controls. The following databases were searched: PubMed, Web of Science and SportDiscus. The terms used in this search involved combat sports (boxing, karate, judo, mixed martial arts, taekwondo and wrestling), genes, genetics and candidate genes. Articles published until November 2013 were included if combat sports athletes were considered as a single group (i.e., not mixed with athletes of other sports). Seven studies were found, with two presenting no difference between combat sports athletes and controls, two presenting higher frequencies of candidate genes related to a more endurance-related profile compared to controls, and three where a more power-related gene overrepresentation was found in comparison to controls. Taken together, the initial studies about the genetic characteristics of combat sports athletes are controversial, which is probably due to the mixed (aerobic and anaerobic) characteristic and to the multifactorial performance determinants of these sports.
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¿Nacidos para combatir? Genética y deportes de combate

Resumen
Recientemente, la influencia de la genética en el rendimiento deportivo ha recibido una creciente atención por parte de muchos investigadores. En deportes de combate, también se han desarrollado algunas investigaciones. El objetivo principal de este artículo es revisar la presencia de polimorfismos en genes específicos en deportistas de combate respecto a otros grupos de control. Se exploraron las bases de datos: PubMed, Web of Science y SportDiscus. Los términos de búsqueda utilizados fueron combate sports (boxing, karate, judo, mixed martial arts, taekwondo y wrestling), genes, genetics y candidate genes. Se incluyeron artículos publicados hasta noviembre de 2013, si los atletas de deportes de combate eran considerados en un grupo único (i.e., sin mezclarse con atletas de otros deportes). Se encontraron siete estudios, de los cuales dos no presentaron diferencias entre los deportistas de combate y controles, dos presentaron frecuencias más altas de genes candidatos relacionados con un perfil más orientado a la resistencia en comparación con los grupos control, y en tres hubo una mayor representación de genes relacionados con la potencia en comparación con los grupos control. Considerados conjuntamente, los estudios iniciales sobre las características genéticas de los deportistas de combate son controvertidos, lo cual

1. Introduction

Fighting is one of the world’s oldest physical activities practiced by humans. It was conducted for self-defense purposes and to conquer/maintain territory, evolving to fighting rituals in many different places (Moreno, 2011; Moreno, 2013). Specifically, Moreno (2011) demonstrated that almost all hunters-gatherers who belonged to the mitochondrial haplotype L3 had more belligerent culture, including ritualized fights (e.g., wrestling and stick fighting), practices which appear to be independent of the environment — as ritualized fights occur in all climates. Additionally, Moreno suggested that the original human population outside Africa is descended from only two closely related sub-branches that practiced ritual fighting and presenting a higher propensity towards warfare, suicide and the use of assassination to solve conflicts. The ritualized fighting appeared around 80,000 years ago, a period where a change from hunters to warriors took place (Moreno, 2013). Lombardo (2012) recently suggested that sports can be considered a way for men to develop the skills needed in primitive hunting and warfare. Although this author does not mention combat sports as a main sport to develop these skills, it is not totally incorrect to think in these sports as an important contributor to such goal, as hand-to-hand fight is an important part of combat sports, and thus, connected to primitive warfare skills.

Combat sports are practiced worldwide (Kordi, Maffulli, Wroble, & Wallace, 2009) and have important impact in the medal table of multi-sports events such as the International Olympic Games, where they represent approximately 20-25% of all medals disputed, and are also disputed professionally in sports such as boxing and mixed martial arts (Franchini, Brito, & Artioli, 2012). These sport activities can be divided in grappling (e.g., judo, wrestling, Brazilian jiu-jitsu), striking (e.g., boxing, karate, taekwondo) and mixed (e.g., hapkido, ju jutsu, mixed martial arts) modalities (Avelar & Figueiredo, 2009). Each combat sport has its own rules, weight divisions, specific techniques and, consequently, different variables contributing to success. As in many open-skills sports, technique, tactics and physical conditioning are some of the main aspects investigated to increase the understanding of these different contributors to performance and to improve the training prescription to athletes preparing to competition (Smith, 2003). The early identification of children with the proper genetic endowment for some specific sports is expected to be useful for talent selection and development, although many questions involved in such programs remain unanswered (Gonçalves, Rama, & Figueiredo, 2012).

After the human genome was decoded, some sport scientists started to search for potential genetic factors contributing to high-level physical performance (Ehlert, Simon, & Moser, 2013). This resulted in the use of the term “candidate genes” (i.e., variations within genes that are not infrequent in the general population, which are compared between one specific athletic group and a similar ethnical control group) or “candidate polymorphisms” to describe the genes probably associated to specific human performance (Lucía, Morán, Zihong, & Ruiz, 2010). The most extensively studied among the genes investigated are the angiotensin-converting enzyme (ACE), the R577X variant of the actinin-α3 gene (ACTN3) and the peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor α (PPARα) (Ahmetov et al., 2006; Ehlert, Simon, & Moser, 2013; Lucía et al., 2010).

The I-allele of the insertion(I)/deletion(D) polymorphism in the ACE gene is overrepresented in elite endurance runners compared with sedentary controls, suggesting that the I-allele is associated with endurance running performance more than the D-allele. This could be attributed to the association between the I-allele and a decreased level of circulating angiotensin II (a vasoconstrictor), reducing the vascular resistance and facilitating the cardiac output during exercise. Additionally, the I-allele seems also to favor muscle efficiency. These two aspects would contribute to improved aerobic performance. On the other hand, the D-allele is related to higher
angiotensin II circulating levels, which acts as a skeletal-muscle growth factor and, thus, would be associated with performance in strength-oriented performance (Lucía et al., 2010).

Alpha-actinin-3 is a fast-twitch-specific isoform, expressed only in type II myofibers, being important to anchor actin and to regulate coordinated muscle fiber contraction (Kikuchi, Min, Ueda, Igawa, & Nakazato, 2012). An association between strength and sprint disciplines and the active ACTN3 RR variant as well as an association between endurance-related disciplines and the presence of the null alleles has been observed (Ehlert, Simon, & Moser, 2013).

The PPARα is a transcription factor that regulates lipid, glucose, and energy homeostasis, controlling body mass and vascular inflammation. It regulates the expression of genes encoding several key enzymes involved in fat acid oxidation and is considered an important component of the adaptative response to endurance training. Specifically, the intron 7 G-allele is related to endurance performance, while the C-allele is speculated to be more associated to anaerobic performance (Ahmetov et al., 2006).

Although the contribution of specific genes to sports performance in some athletic competitions where very specialized physiological development (e.g., maximal strength, sprint or endurance) seems to be reasonable, its application to more complex sports has received some criticism (Lucía et al., 2010). Despite this criticism, studies of specific polymorphisms have been conducted with combat sports athletes. This review focused on these studies, presenting a critical analysis of the results found by now.

2. Methods

The following databases were searched in the beginning of November 2013: PubMed, Web of Science and SportDiscus. The terms used in this search involved combat sports (boxing, karate, judo, mixed martial arts, taekwondo and wrestling), genes, genetics and candidate genes. One-hundred and four articles were retrieved in the original search. Articles were included if combat sports athletes were considered as a single group (i.e., not mixed with athletes of other sports) and if a case-control design was used in the investigation. This approach resulted in a total of seven studies being selected.

3. Candidate genes and combat sports

Table 1 presents a synthesis of the studies conducted with athletes from different combat sports and the candidate genes. Figures 1 and 2 present the genotype frequency and the allele frequency, respectively, for the different genes investigated in combat sports athletes.

While combat sports have been classified as mixed in terms of its metabolism predominance, some investigations suggested that striking combat sports such as karate and taekwondo present lower glycolytic reliance, high aerobic contribution and the alactic metabolism contributing to the decisive actions performed by the athletes to score (Beneke, Beyer, Jachner, Erasmus, & Hütler, 2004; Campos, Bertuzzi, Dourado, Santos, & Franchini, 2012), while other authors reported data that permit to conclude that grappling combat sports such as Brazilian jiu-jitsu, judo and wrestling rely more on the glycolytic pathways when compared to striking combat sports (Andreato et al., 2012; Franchini, Artioli, & Brito, 2013; Yoon, 2002). Additionally, some investigations have presented evidence that athletes with different fighting styles presented different physiological response to the match (Franchini, Takito, & Bertuzzi, 2005) and different long-term markers of aerobic and anaerobic metabolisms (Gariod, Favre-Juvin, Novel, Reutenauger, Majean, & Rossi, 1995). Currently it is not possible to determine if the fighting style is determined by the physical fitness or if the physical fitness developed by a given athlete is a consequence of the fighting style adopted. Independently of the interaction effects of fighting style and physical fitness, combat sports athletes have different possibilities to achieve success in their sports. Given these characteristics, the genetic influence on combat sports performance is more difficult to determine than on sports where the physiological characteristics are more closely related to performance determinants.
Table 1. Combat sports cohorts and the candidate genes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sport</th>
<th>Sample and control group characteristics*</th>
<th>Gene polymorphism investigated</th>
<th>Results</th>
<th>Author(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Boxing</td>
<td>Ethnic origin: Caucasian. Athletes: 22 Russian boxers (regional or national competitive standard). Controls: 1242 healthy unrelated pupils (n = 534), college students (n = 535) and St. Petersburg inhabitants (n = 173)</td>
<td>PPARα intron 7 genotype distribution and frequencies</td>
<td>No difference in the distribution compared to controls</td>
<td>Ahmetov et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrestling</td>
<td>Ethnic origin: Caucasian. Athletes: 63 Russian wrestlers (regional or national competitive standard). Controls: 1242 healthy unrelated pupils (n = 534), college students (n = 535) and St. Petersburs inhabitants (n = 173)</td>
<td>PPARα intron 7 genotype distribution and frequencies</td>
<td>No difference in the distribution compared to controls</td>
<td>Ahmetov et al. (2006)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Combat sports</td>
<td>Ethnic origin: Caucasian. Athletes: 60 Polish combat sport athletes: 19 judo athletes, 22 wrestlers and 19 boxers. Seven highly elite (World or Olympic Champion), 40 elite (silver or bronze medal winners at World and Olympic competitions or European Champions), 13 sub-elite (participants in international competitions). Controls: 181 unrelated college sedentary</td>
<td>PPARα</td>
<td>Higher frequency of GG-allele and G-allele in the combat sports groups compared to controls</td>
<td>Cieszczyk et al. (2011)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>Ethnic origin: Caucasian. Athletes: 28 elite judo athletes from Poland and Lithuania. Controls: 115 unrelated college student volunteers.</td>
<td>ACE I/D polymorphism</td>
<td>Higher frequency of insertion in judo athletes compared to controls</td>
<td>Cieszczyk et al. (2010)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrestling</td>
<td>Ethnic origin: Japanese. Athletes: 52 international-level wrestlers (World Championship or Olympic Games participation or Japanese champion) and 83 national-level wrestlers. Controls: 333 healthy Japanese college students majoring in physical education</td>
<td>R577X polymorphisms frequencies and the association of the</td>
<td>In the ACTN3 genotype distribution, a significant difference between the international group and controls was observed. The ACE genotype distribution and allele frequency of all wrestlers significantly differed from those of the controls. Compared with the control group, the odds ratio of the ACTN3 R-allele + ACE DD genotype being international or national was 3.85 (95% confidence interval [CI], 2.10–7.03) or 1.37 (95% CI, 0.79–2.36), respectively</td>
<td>Kikuchi et al. (2012)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wrestling</td>
<td>Ethnic origin: Japanese. Athletes: 52 international-level wrestlers (24 top eight at World Championships) classified as elite; 28 who participated at World Championship and won the Japanese championship classified as subelite) and 83 national level wrestlers. Controls: 243 (94 male and 149 female)</td>
<td>ACTN3 R577X polymorphism</td>
<td>The frequency of the ACTN3 R-allele was significantly higher in all wrestlers than in controls. ACTN3 XX genotype and X-allele frequency were significantly lower in international-level wrestlers than in controls, but no significant difference was observed between the national-level wrestlers and the controls (trend). The odds ratio of ACTN3 XX genotype frequencies compared with controls was 4.54 for elite, 2.74 for subelite, and 1.08 for national level athletes</td>
<td>Kikuchi et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judo</td>
<td>Ethnic origin: Hispanic. Athletes: 111 all-time-best Spanish judo athletes, with international experience and at least one national title. Controls: 343 ethnically matched nonathletic men</td>
<td>ACTN3 R577X genotype and alleles frequencies</td>
<td>No difference between the judo group and the control group were found in allele or genotype distribution</td>
<td>Rodriguez-Romo et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Judo and wrestling</td>
<td>Ethnic origin: Caucasian. Athletes: 102 Polish combat athletes (Judo, n = 29; Wrestling, n = 35; Boxing, n = 38) and 57 Russian combat athletes (Boxing, n = 13; Wrestling, n = 44). Controls: 342 Polish college students and 1170 unrelated healthy Russian citizens of St. Petersburg and Kazan, with no competitive sport experience</td>
<td>CKM A/G alleles polymorphism frequencies</td>
<td>A higher frequency of the CKM G-allele was found in the combined cohort of Polish and Russian athletes compared with controls</td>
<td>Fedotovskaya et al. (2013)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

*Competitive level as described in the original articles; PPARα = peroxisome proliferator-activated receptor α gene; ACE = angiotensin-converting enzyme gene; ACTN3 = α-actinin skeletal muscle isoform 3 gene; CKM = muscle-specific creatine kinase gene; Hardy-Weinberg equilibrium was met in all studies for all groups investigated; judo and wrestling = grappling combat sport; boxing = striking combat sport.
Figure 1. Genotype frequency (%) for ACTN3 (Panel A), ACE (Panel B), PPAR-α (Panel C) and CKM (Panel D) genes in combat sport athletes and controls.

* Different from control distribution (P < 0.05); ** different from control distribution (P < 0.01); letters represent specific genotypes for the genes analysed.

For genotype frequency, the studies presented on Table 1 and Figure 1 reported the following results when combat sports athletes and controls were compared: (1) ACTN3 – two studies found higher frequency in athletes (Kikuchi et al., 2012; Kikuchi et al. 2013) and one did not find any difference (Rodríguez-Romo et al., 2013); (2) ACE – two studies reported different frequency for the athletes (Cieszczyk et al., 2010; Kikuchi et al., 2012); (3) PPAR-α - one observed higher frequency (Cieszczyk et al., 2011), but the other not (Ahmetov et al., 2006); (4) CKM – one study did not find difference (Fedotovskaya et al., 2013).

Concerning allele frequency (Figure 2), from the studies analysed the following results were observed when combat sports athletes and controls were compared: (1) ACTN3 – no difference for the three studies that investigated it (Kikuchi et al., 2012; Kikuchi et al., 2013; Rodríguez-Romo et al., 2013); (2) ACE – two studies reported difference between the athletes and the control groups (Cieszczyk et al., 2010; Kikuchi et al., 2012); (3) PPAR-α - one observed higher frequency (Cieszczyk et al., 2011), but the other did not (Ahmetov et al., 2006); (4) CKM – one found a higher frequency (Fedotovskaya et al., 2013).

To explain the differences in ACTN3 between wrestlers and controls, Kikuchi et al. (2013) suggested that “individuals with the XX genotype, being completely deficient in α-actinin-3 protein, would have inferior function of skeletal muscles during the force generation of contraction or a low ability to recover from high-intensity intermittent exercise” (p.60). These factors might determine some aspects of performance in wrestling matches, which could help to explain why the ACTN3 RR allele and the RX genotype would be associated with the level of wrestlers’ performance, especially in the international group analyzed by Kikuchi et al. (2012). However, Rodríguez-Romo et al. (2013) did not find any difference for the ACTN3 R577X polymorphism between judo athletes and...
controls and attributed the absence of difference to the fact that judo is more likely a mixed-type sport than a pure power sport. Additionally, Kikuchi et al., (2013) suggested that XX individuals probably would need to have longer recovery time between heavy training sessions, and in case of fatigue, an individually set distribution of training sessions should be organized according to circumstances in order to avoid overtraining or muscle injury.

**Figure 2.** Allele frequency (%) for ACTN3 (Panel A), ACE (Panel B), PPAR-α (Panel C) and CKM (Panel D) genes in combat sport athletes and controls.

* Different from control distribution (P < 0.05); letters represent specific allele of the genes analyzed.

For the ACE, although two studies observed different genotype and allele distributions between athletes and the control groups, one (Cieszczyk et al., 2010) reported a low occurrence of DD genotype and a significant excess of the I allele in judo athletes, while the other (Kikuchi et al., 2012) observed a higher frequency of the DD genotype and an association between the D allele and elite wrestler status. Because judo and wrestling are grappling combat sports with similar metabolic demands (Franchini et al., 2011; Yoon, 2002), the difference observed between these two studies can attributed to the competitive level of the athletes (national level judo athletes and international level wrestlers) or by the training system used in different countries. Probably, training systems focusing on long duration sessions and with high training volumes during the year would benefit athletes with a higher endurance profile than training systems focusing on high-intensity power-oriented training sessions, with low volumes during the season.

Concerning the PPAR-α, the different results observed by Cieszczyk et al. (2011) and Ahmetov et al. (2006) may be due to the characteristics of the athletes investigated, because Ahmetov et al. (2006) analyzed regional and national level athletes, while Cieszczyk et al. (2011) investigated international level athletes, including Olympic and World Championship medalists. More information about the training and athlete selection systems would provide a better understanding of this difference.
Fedotovskaya et al. (2013) explained their findings (i.e., higher CKM G allele in combat sports compared to controls) by affirming that power and strength are important determinants of success in combat sports and that this genetic profile would be an advantage for these athletes.

Only one study (Kikuchi et al., 2012) investigated more than one polymorphism in the same sample of combat sports athletes. It found that gene alleles related to muscle power development were overrepresented in a sample of international and national level Japanese wrestlers compared with controls. This investigation reported an association between the ACE D-allele and elite wrestler status and that the ACTN3 RR-allele + RX genotype was associated with athletic performance level in this group, especially with athletes in the international group. A possible explanation given by the authors for this result was that the ACE DD genotype would metabolically induce type IIX fibers, whereas the ACTN3 RR-allele would be responsible by the stabilization of these muscle fibers, contributing to the overrepresentation of the ACE DD genotype + ACTN3 RR-allele in the international wrestlers group.

Finally, the aspects pointed out by Rodríguez-Romo et al. (2013) should be taken into consideration: (1) "there are indeed numerous other contributors to the complex trait of being an athletic champion that are likely not reducible to defined genetic polymorphisms, included complex gene–gene and gene–environment interaction and interactions between genetic variants that might not influence sports performance individually" (p. 581); (2) "a potential confounder to be kept in mind is that control groups in sports genetics association studies might also include some apparently nonathletic individuals who have a favorable genetic predisposition to sports performance of which they and researchers are unaware." (p. 581).

4. Final remarks

The initial studies about the genetic characteristics of combat sports athletes are controversial. These controversial results can be attributed to the mixed (aerobic and anaerobic) metabolic characteristic and to the multifactorial performance determinants of these sports. Despite the suggested difference between grappling and striking combat sports, some authors grouped athletes from these two modalities, which could be considered a non-controlled intervening variable. Future studies should better describe the athletes’ competitive level and add some information about the tactical characteristics of them.
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